欢迎你和我们一起学中文!
歡迎你和我們一起學中文!
Come and join us in learning Chinese at Logan!

“This country (China) will have enormous influence in the new century…For those of you
sitting in conference rooms drawing pie charts of the competitive landscape, leave half the pie
open for the Chinese. There are companies in China today you’ve never heard of that will
emerge as competitive giants in the next decade, threatening your very existence.”
--Jack Welch, former CEO of General Electric,
from his book “Jack, Straight from the Gut”.
 The most spoken language of the world with 1.3 billion population being one-fifth of the
world’s population.
 China is an awakening giant that will have a huge impact on the U.S. as potential
consumers, suppliers and competitors. China has the fastest growing economy in the
world. With its entry into the World Trade Organization, China expects its growth rate to
accelerate.
 To study Chinese you need to use analytical, interpretive, math and verbal skills, which
ultimately sharpens all skills in all subjects. These skills will make you more competitive
in the job market.
 Gain new perspectives on English and American culture by learning about another
culture and language.
 The influences of Chinese culture go beyond the borders of China. The Chinese
language is used in China, Taiwan, Singapore and Chinese Communities throughout the
World.
 With a solid base of high school Chinese, you’ll have a jump over other students at the
college level. Give yourself a competitive edge. Universities who offer a Chinese
language program include all Ivy League Schools, Stanford, Duke, and all UC campuses.

Overview of Chinese Courses Offered at Logan

Level 1 (Ni Hao 1)

Level 2 (Ni Hao 2)

Level 3 (Ni Hao 3)

Level 4 (Ni Hao 4)

Introductory

Elementary

Intermediate

Advanced/Honors

UC certified a-g course)

UC certified a-g course)

UC certified a-g course)

(UC certified a-g course)

AP Chinese Language
and Culture (Harvest)
(Certified by both UC and
the College Board

All the levels of Mandarin Chinese are UC certified a~g courses. Each course has its companion course materials such as
textbook, workbook, CD ROMS, review games, plus rich online resources and authentic supplementary materials. Chinese
cultural introduction and cultural related activities are inseparable key components in each level of Mandarin Chinese.
Various cultural topics are introduced and discussed extensively in each related unit.
It introduces Chinese
language (writing and
pinyin systems) &
culture and aims to
teach communication
in both spoken and
written Chinese.
The objectives are to
enable students to use
Chinese in various
settings.
At the end of this
course students will be
able to write & type a
letter to Chinese penpals and to carry on a
conversation on
personal details such
as name, age/birthday,
grade level, zodiac
sign, and nationality,
family, pets, friends,
favorite sports and
favorite foods.

It aims to teach
students skills in the
use of more advanced
Chinese in a wider
range of situations. It
also reinforces the
language and cultural
elements introduced
in NH1.
At the end of this
course, students will
be able to talk about
birthdays, daily
routines, house
plans, clothing,
weather, going
shopping, visiting
Chinese families,
making phone calls,
going to restaurants.
They can also
express an opinion,
arrange an outing
and writing a
message, a note or a
diary entry.

Its language
structure is an
expansion from
NiHao1& NiHao 2.
By the end of the
course, students
should be able to
use more extended
language to talk and
write about the
following:
 more details
about school life
 modes of
transportation
 leisure-time
activities
 birthday
celebrations
 illness and
 Traveling.

350 key words +

400 key words +

450 key words +

550 Key words +

750 Key words +

supplementary words
and expressions

supplementary words
and expressions

supplementary words
and expressions

supplementary phrases
and idiomatic expressions

many popular phrases
& idiomatic expressions

They should be
able to express
opinions,
comments and
concerns in
Mandarin Chinese.

It aims to help students
continuously develop
fluent listening,
speaking, reading and
writing skills. Practice
presenting thoughts
and making
interpretation about
various topics, such as
 school life
 after-school life
 technological world
 part-time job
 relationships,
 environmental issues
 Social issues etc.
Journal writings, letter
writings, and simple
essay writings are
typical exercises. The
reading of news reports
in the newspapers is a
constant classroom
exercise. Poetry and
literature are
introduced at this level.

The main goals of AP
Chinese Language and
Culture course are to
deepen students'
immersion into the
Chinese language and
culture of the Chinese
speaking world. The AP
course prepares students
to demonstrate their level
of Chinese proficiency
across the three
communicative modes:
interpersonal,
interpretative, and
presentational, and
the five goal areas:
communication, cultures,
connections, comparisons,
and communities.
This course is organized
around the six thematic
units:
School & family,
Festival & Customs,
Travel & Transportation,
People & Society,
Famous People &History,
and Literature & Arts.

For more detailed info about Chinese program at Logan, please visit http://myzhongwen.net/
or contact Du Laoshi directly by email: sdu@nhusd.k12.ca.us or phone: 510/471-2520 ext. 60249.

